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Introduction

Introduction
Are you currently seeking a new job?
Are you not sure where to begin and daunted with the prospect of the job search?
At RedStarResume our brand new EBook “Time To Find A New Job” has been written to provide you
with proven advice, tips and strategies to help you through the job process. This includes:
• Resume Writing Strategies
• The point of the Cover Letter
• Creating that professional image through your social networks
• Preparing yourself for the job search
• The importance of Networking
• Interview Preparation
• Job Search Approaches
• Interview Questions
Our team of resume writers and career experts have first-hand knowledge with helping our clients find
new jobs. No longer is it good enough to scribble together a resume and show up to the job interview
and expect to get the job. In this competitive job environment, hiring managers are now receiving a
greater number of job applications than ever before, and with the growth of social networking sites such
as LinkedIn they are able to scrutinize job seekers far greater than previously possible.
Job searching is a full time job! It all begins with preparing a job search plan. Finding a new job won’t
happen overnight, but the more you prepare and understand what’s required, the greater your chances
of finding success.
Let this EBook help prepare you to find a new job!
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Resume & Cover Letter Writing Strategies

1	Resume & Cover Letter Writing
Strategies
1.1

4 Misconceptions About Resume Writing:

From my experience working with job seekers there are many misconceptions about resume writing and
the job search in general. As much as we hope that every time we send our resume to a prospective job
the hiring manger is going to sit down and study our resume, unfortunately this just does not happen.
When a company posts a job on a major job board, that company can receive in excess of 300–500
resumes. I have once received over 1500 resumes for one particular job within 48 hours! As such, when
it comes to resume writing you need to focus on providing value added content that strictly targets the
job you are applying for.
Find below my top 4 Resume Writing Misconceptions:
Your resume will be read from start to finish:
When your resume is initially opened for the first time it is more than likely going to be viewed for less
than 30 seconds. Including a qualifications profile at the beginning of your resume is a fantastic way
of grabbing the reader’s attention. Focus your attention on the skills that you can offer the company as
opposed to telling the reader what you are looking for in a job.
Any resume template will work:
This is completely wrong. Type into Google “Resume Templates” and you will see that there are literally
thousands of templates that you can choose from. Be warned, resume templates have been around for
many years. Most templates are old fashioned and nearly most of the templates that you can download
online will not be read by “Automated Recruiting Software” especially if they have boxes and tables. An
experienced hiring manger can sniff out a resume template from a mile away and can portray an initial
first impression of being lazy, having a lack of initiative and professionalism.
One size fits all approach:
If you have applied for multiple jobs using the same resume and not found success the answer is most
probably because your resume is not standing out due to being too generic. Target your resume towards
every job you apply for. Ensure that when a recruiter or employer is reading through your resume that it
is written towards the position you are applying for. From an employer’s perspective they want to know
that you are seriously interested in the job and that your resume has been written specifically towards
the job you are applying for.
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The more creative the resume looks, the more the resume will stand out:
Remember your resume is not a piece of artwork – it will never be hung up on the wall or put up on the
fridge. The resume has one purpose and that is to get you to interview. Highlighting your name in big
pink writing may get the attention of the reader however will most probably not portray the professional
image that is required. Ensure your resume stands out by including key achievements and the value
added skills and training that you can bring to the job.

1.2

Is Using An Online Resume Template A Good Idea:

When I first realized I needed to make a resume as a college student, the task seemed a little
overwhelming…where do I start? If you’ve never needed a resume before, been in the same job for
several years and haven’t had to update it, or simply never taken the time to perfect your resume, you
might be tempted to look for online resume templates. This will make your life a little easier, but it will
also hurt your chances of actually landing a job – DON’T DO IT!
Using an online resume template is likely to:
Make you look like every other job seeker out there:
When it comes to applying for jobs, employers will find any reason to throw out an application. One
thing that helps you stand out amongst the bunch is having a unique, modern and professional-looking
resume. Don’t ruin your chances right from the beginning.
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Show employers that you take short-cuts and don’t want to put in the time and effort to produce
quality work:
Hiring managers and recruiters see hundreds of resumes every week, so they can usually spot an online
template a mile away. This means they’ll know you tried to take a short-cut by using a template and
plugging in some of your own details, undermining the image you’re trying to portray as a hard-working
and results-driven professional. For many industries, employers assume that if you can’t produce a quality,
professional resume and cover letter, chances are you won’t produce quality work for them either if they
hire you.
Undermine your creativity, authenticity and computer skills:
Your resume and cover letter should be like personal marketing advertisements, showing employers why
they should hire you above everyone else to benefit their company. Employers want innovative, creative
individuals to work for their companies. You should be putting your best, most professional self forward
in order to stand out from the competition and you can’t exactly appear as authentic or creative when
you use an online template. With a resume template, you basically just fill in your details to a generic
design and the amount of customization you can do to the headings and content are limited. Employers
might also question your computer expertise if you’re having trouble laying out your own document.
Look outdated or make it difficult for applicant tracking systems or automated recruiting
software to read:
Job searching terminology and resume trends change quickly. If you don’t know what’s current in your
field, you may use an outdated template which will reflect negatively on your application. Some older
templates may use terminology that has changed, such as “Goals” instead of “Objectives”. In addition,
some templates use tables and graphics to make resumes look unique, which can actually hurt you if
employers use applicant tracking systems or automated recruiting software. These systems can’t read
tables and certain graphics and convert it to gibberish.
The bottom line is that you will greatly benefit from spending more time and effort on your resume.
Ask family or friends to look at their resumes for examples, and if you have the money consider having
a professional resume writer create your resume. This will ensure that your resume is modern, unique
and professional and stands out from all the other applicants!

1.3

Replacing Responsibilities With Achievement Statements:

Hiring managers typically only spend about 10 seconds scanning a resume to see whether the candidate
should be considered or tossed out. If you really want to shine above the other hundred applications and
get your resume to the top of the interview pile, the best way is to create an achievement based resume.
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Put yourself in the employers’ shoes and think about what type of candidate you would hire if you
were the one filling the position. The best and usually safest candidates to hire are the ones that have
demonstrated successful performance in their past positions. Employers don’t want to take a risk when
hiring candidates. It’s time-consuming and expensive recruiting and hiring new employees so it benefits
them to find “safe” candidates they are convinced will perform well in the position.
In order to convince employers that you are a good choice, you should start replacing responsibilities and
duties with achievement statements wherever you can. Sometimes I feel a little ego-centric promoting
myself as if I’m the greatest candidate ever, but you really have to sell yourself to employers if you
want the position. The competition is just too fierce out there to try to be modest in a job application.
Unfortunately these days, simply graduating with a college degree won’t get you very far in the job
market. In order to really sell yourself, you should highlight your achievements to the reader and provide
examples everywhere possible to demonstrate how you can add value to the organization.
Listing examples and quantifiable evidence showing what you accomplished in your past work
experience will illustrate to employers that you will continue to achieve high standards and results in
their company if you’re hired.
So how do achievement statements differ from duties and responsibilities? Well, let’s look at an example
between the two types of statements you could make for a café worker position, where you served as a
Team Lead. For some positions, you may not have detailed quantifiable evidence, but the more you can
provide the better. Numbers (when available) usually help serve this purpose:
Duties and Responsibility Statements

Achievement Statements

Provided excellent customer service to customers

Received ‘employee of the month’ recognition for my excellent
customer service on 2 different occasions and helped to build
customer loyalty in over 20 new customers at the store

Supervised 5 employees on their customer service
and performance

Assisted in hiring 2 new employees and retained
3 high-performing employees.
Increased Team scorecard to Excellent for customer service and
service delivery

Start replacing responsibilities and duties with achievement statements as much as you can, and you will
definitely start seeing better results!

1.4

Passing Through Automated Recruiting Software:

Recruiting software and applicant tracking systems are increasingly used by employers to pre-screen job
candidates’ resumes. While these programs save invaluable time for hiring managers and recruiters, they
are also flawed and error-prone, sometimes even eliminating excellent job candidates from consideration.
To ensure that your resume isn’t mistakenly thrown out, follow these 5 easy steps.
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Don’t use fancy formatting or fonts on your resume:
Applicant tracking systems typically misread tables and graphics you put on your resume, so while it
may look creative and unique, unfortunately any valuable information you have will be lost. To avoid this
from happening, it’s best to use a simple format with easily identifiable headings. Sending your resume
as a PDF document can also make it more difficult for applicant tracking systems to read, so try sending
or posting them as a Word document.
Identify industry and job specific keywords and pack them into your resume:
Look at job postings in your industry to find keywords, such as desired skills and experiences employers
are looking for in job candidates. Try using as many as you can throughout your resume, in a legitimate
way. Experts actually say the length of your resume doesn’t matter to these software programs, so it’s
useful to make your resume longer to make it more detailed.
Vary the terms you use on your resume:
While some recruiting software is advanced enough to recognize variations of words that mean the same
thing, it’s still good to vary the way you detail your skills and experiences. For example, if you were a
“grant writer” it may also be a good idea to say you “wrote proposals” or “procured funding.” This will
ensure that regardless of how an employer searches for a particular keyword, your resume shows up as
a match.
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Emphasize relevant accomplishments:
If your resume does make it past the recruiting software systems, chances are hiring managers will
only spend about 10 seconds scanning your resume to size up your experiences. The more detailed
accomplishments you can emphasize with your past experiences, the better your chances will be of
getting called for an interview.
Follow-up with a phone call or mail a hard copy of your resume:
There are actually few job candidates that follow up a job application with a phone call or copy of their
resumes. Unless a job posting specifically requests applicants not to call, this can be a good opportunity
to ask the hiring coordinator or HR manager if they’ve received your documents and what the next
steps are. You can also mail in a hard copy of your resume, stating that this is your second submission
and that you’re very interested in the position. Following up can help job candidates stand out amongst
the large number of applicants.

1.5

Top Resume Writing Mistakes:

Resume trends and hiring manager’s preferences change quickly these days, so it’s important to keep up
with current styles. These are some of the top 5 common resume writing mistakes job seekers make. If
you find your resume is following into any of these categories try to change it up!
Resume isn’t reader friendly:
Hiring managers and recruiters are going through hundreds of applications for every one position. They
don’t have the time or patience to try to decipher a resume that is cluttered, unorganized or difficult to
read because of all the different styles and fonts going on. Make sure your resume is reader friendly –
meaning it’s structured simply, includes clear headers and not too busy. Believe it or not, a simply typo
or grammatical error can get your resume tossed in the trash so look over your resume several times
and ask a friend to proofread it for any common mistakes you might have missed.
Not specific to the position you’re applying for:
Nowadays, one size does not fit all when it comes to your resume. Your resume should be modified
slightly for each position you apply for, highlighting your most relevant experience related to the position
you’re applying to.
Using online resume templates:
If you want a sure way to look like every other job seeker out there, use an online resume template.
Online resume templates can be outdated, include complex or difficult to read organizational layout and
cause you to lose authenticity.
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Doesn’t focus on achievements:
It used to be okay for you to simply list the duties and responsibilities of your previous positions and
that was enough to get you an interview. Unfortunately it’s not the case anymore. The competition
for jobs is fierce. If you want to stand a chance at getting called in for an interview you need to focus
on achievements you accomplished in your previous experience rather than simple responsibilities
and activities. In addition, you should include key words from the job description to ensure that the
terminology you use matches up with that of employers.
Limiting resume to one page:
I remember when I wrote my first resume, I was told that it should all fit onto one page. Well that trend
has changed and it’s now okay to have a resume that’s a few pages long. Don’t go on for too long but it’s
better to properly highlight all of your experiences than to condense everything into one page and miss
out on including all of your achievements for each relevant position.

1.6

What Is The Point Of A Cover Letter?

As long as you have a professionally crafted resume, you shouldn’t need to worry about the cover letter,
right? After all, don’t employers already have all the information they need in your resume?
Wrong! Your cover letter is actually just as important as your resume, as this is typically the first document
employers read when considering your application. Some employers even consider your cover letter
more important than your resume because it gives more insight into who you are and convinces them
whether or not they should continue reading your resume.
Instead of rushing through your cover letter and sending out whatever you have, try investing more
time into it and cater it to each specific job you apply for. Even if it’s short and to the point, it should be
professional and directly relevant to the job posting you’re responding to.
Your cover letter can essentially make or break your resume, so take it seriously. There are 3 main
elements to writing a cover letter:
• Authentic
Whereas the resume is more structured and impersonal, the cover letter is your chance to speak
in your own voice, tie in your most relevant experiences to the specific job you’re applying for
and stand out from the crowd. Your cover letter can help bring your resume to life if written
in the right way. You have an opportunity to tell the employer who you are, what you do and
what you view as the key selling points that make you qualified for the position. Your resume
and cover letter should not be viewed as two separate documents but rather a set that both
help to promote your professional image and take you to the top of the applicant pile.
Download free eBooks at bookboon.com
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• Targeted
Your cover letter should be targeted to the specific position you’re applying for. I know it’s
time-consuming modifying your documents each time you apply for a job, but if you really
want the position this is the best way to get it. Instead of sending out a generic statement telling
your overall skills, this is your chance to highlight the key skills and attributes you have that
directly correspond to the job opening you’re responding to. If you read the job advertisement,
you should be able to pick out the top qualifications and experiences they want in a candidate,
and match your own experiences to what they’re looking for. This is your chance to convince
employers why you would be an asset to their company!
• Error Free
Your cover letter shouldn’t be something you quickly throw together without proofreading.
Your cover letter should always be written professionally and without any grammatical errors
or typos. The cover letter helps to demonstrate your writing skills, which are required for most
positions.
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Common Cover Letter Mistakes:

Many job seekers spend time on perfecting their resumes, but when it comes time for the cover letter,
quickly write a couple paragraphs and send it out to every employer. If you’re serious about getting a
job, a hiring manager won’t consider you without a polished, professional cover letter as well. Here are
a few common mistakes to avoid:
Long, wordy cover letters:
Employers and hiring managers are already reading dozens of resumes and cover letters, so they usually
don’t want a fancy, complicated letter that’s difficult to follow. It’s best to state what position you’re applying
for, what key skills and experiences you have that make you qualified for it, and what you have to offer
that position. It’s best to get to the point and not summarize all of your experiences.
Summarizing or repeating what’s on your resume:
Your cover letter should not be repeating everything on your resume, but rather putting your resume in
context and highlighting the key achievements and skills you have that will make you the best candidate
for the position. Your cover letter should entice employers to want to read the whole of your resume.
Sending generic cover letters to multiple employers:
Your cover letter is the place you specifically state which position you are applying for and what makes
you a good candidate for the position. Hiring managers can tell when you’re using a generic letter for
dozens of positions and this doesn’t convince them that you’re serious about the job or really want it.
You should personalize every cover letter you send out and personally address the letter to either the
hiring manager or HR administrator interviewing you, or try to find out the name of the manager or
supervisor you would work under should you get hired.
Failing to specify the position you’re applying for:
Even if you address the company you’re applying to but not the particular position, you could be limiting
yourself. Unless this is a general inquiry for consideration, you should talk about the experience you
have relating to the specific job functions of the position. The employer is laying out for you what they’re
looking for in the job advertisement so make it easy and clear for them to see how you’re a good match.
Typos or wrong information:
Like your resume, your cover letter suggests to employers the quality of work you will produce if hired.
If your cover letter is full of typos, grammatical errors or old contact details, this can show laziness or
lack of professionalism.
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Talking about your personal life or salary expectations:
Your cover letter should be focused on how your professional experience can serve as an asset to the
company. Don’t add personal information that isn’t related to the job you’re applying for. You should
keep it professional and never bring up salary expectations in the cover letter.
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2 Standing Out From The Crowd
2.1

Social Media Tactics:

If you’re looking for a way to stand out from the large crowd of job applicants out there, try using your
social media expertise! With most companies using social media to reach out to their fans and supporters
nowadays, it’s easier for you to engage with companies you’re applying to beforehand and start getting
your name out there; or showcase your knowledge, creativity and writing skills through your own social
media sites.
Connect to employer’s social media platforms:
With so many companies and organizations now using social media, job seekers have new ways to connect
with these companies. Take a look at companies you’re interested in, start following their social media
sites and try to get involved in discussions and polls. You can start making yourself familiar to employees
of the company by contributing intelligent and interesting posts and responses to their content. You can
also mention in your interview that you’ve been following their social media pages and comment on an
interesting link they posted.

See the light!
The sooner you realize we are right,
the sooner your life will get better!
A bit over the top? Yes we know!
We are just that sure that we can make your
media activities more effective.

Get “Bookboon’s Free Media Advice”
Email kbm@bookboon.com
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Blog about information related to the field:
Believe it or not, people have landed jobs by having brilliant blogs that showcase their creativity and
talent related to their industry. If you’re trying to get a job in graphic design and you have examples of
some projects you’ve worked on and your page screams “graphic designer”, you may just be able to give
yourself an edge over the other candidates. There are a lot of ways to gain experience in your field and
display your skills by creating a relevant blog and obtaining followers.
Use your LinkedIn and other social media accounts:
If you have a particularly impressive social media page such as a LinkedIn account or Blog, try adding
your URL to your resume. The majority of hiring managers and recruiters say they will click on a link
on a resume if an applicant has provided it. If you’re engaged in relevant groups and discussions in
your field, your social media sites can help you show employers that you’re serious, knowledgeable and
engaged in the profession.
Beware:
As much as social media can now help you land a job, it can also hurt your chances if you’re not careful.
Whether we like it or not social media has decreased boundaries and privacy, making it easier for
the public to see personal information about us. If you’re trying to build up an image of yourself as a
competent, serious professional and you have pictures all over of you being intoxicated, peeing on the
sidewalk, etc. you might ruin your chances with some companies. Some employers actually mention
not hiring candidates because of the terrible grammar they use on their social media accounts. This is
something we don’t really think about but can form a negative impression to prospective employers.

2.2

Using LinkedIn For Your Job Pursuits:

I have to say, I didn’t quite understand the big deal about LinkedIn until recently. Career strategists claim
you can find a job through LinkedIn or talk to new people in the field but as far as I was concerned, all
I was doing was having yet another site to connect with the same people from my other social media
sites. Then I started getting suggestions of groups I should join based on my experience and interests.
When I checked them out, these groups seemed to be pretty valuable.
Places you can ask for advice, join discussions and learn about new jobs in your field. Could there be a
better way to network with new professionals in a harmless and beneficial way?
Social media sites like LinkedIn have come a long way since they were first created. Whereas once there
were only a few job postings here and there, the more people that have joined have made companies
post more job opportunities and seek qualified candidates here. It’s now a little hub for career building
and industry discussions. Following are a few ways you can use LinkedIn for your career pursuits:
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Connecting with Friends and Colleagues:
First off, LinkedIn offers you a way to stay connected to co-workers, former supervisors and new
professionals you meet through work-related activities. The benefit of connecting through LinkedIn is
that it’s specifically work-focused so even if you have a former boss or professor you wouldn’t necessarily
connect to on more personal social media sites like Facebook and Twitter, you can still connect to them
here and maintain a professional relationship. You can also see where old colleagues are now working
and whether you have any second or third connections in a new company.
Searching for Jobs through LinkedIn:
Believe it or not, there are job postings on LinkedIn. The most beneficial part about finding job postings
on LinkedIn is that you’re likely to see them through an alumni network group you’re part of, a connection
or a professional group you’re in. This means you probably already have at least some connection to
the job or an employer in the company, which can definitely help your chances for getting an interview.
LinkedIn now even has a section for you to search jobs in companies where you have connections…
pretty awesome!
Engaging Relevant Industry Groups on LinkedIn:
More and more professional groups have sprung up on LinkedIn. If you’re interested in networking but
don’t know how to meet new people in the field, this is a great way to start! Join some relevant groups
in your field and start getting involved in discussions. Slowly, you’ll build a virtual relationship with
members of the group who can give you advice or point you in the right direction for career building
and job opportunities.
Adding your LinkedIn URL to your Resume:
If you spend time building your LinkedIn profile, getting endorsed by connections for your skills, and
fine-tuning the details, it can be a great self-promoting tool. In order to stand out and differentiate your
resume from other applicants, try adding your LinkedIn URL to your resume, that way hiring managers
get a more personal, complete picture about you as a professional.
TIP: Not many job candidates do this, so you can set yourself apart to employers. Just be sure that all
your LinkedIn profile information, such as dates and employment history match up to the ones on your
resume.

2.3

Creating A “Public Profile URL” On Your LinkedIn Profile:

If you look at your current LinkedIn Profile URL you will see that it is made up of random number
that LinkedIn has assigned to your profile. For example, let’s say your name is Tom Smith it may look
something like this:
http://www.linkedin.com/tom-smith/10/7a1/63224271
Download free eBooks at bookboon.com
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In order to remove these numbers and professionalize your profile follow these simple steps:
1. Click the “Edit” button to edit the public profile setting
2. On the right hand side of the page you will see an area that says “Customize your public
profile URL – click this button
3. Enter in your full name as one word e.g. “TOMSMITH” and press the “set customer URL”
button
4. Your new Profile will look something similar to this: (Without the numbers)
http://www.linkedin.com/tomsmith
5. HOT TIP: Now that your URL is set, include this on your resume alongside your email and
other contact details

2.4

Numbers Speak Louder Than Words:

We’ve all heard the phrase “actions speak louder than words.” Well when it comes to resumes, “numbers
speak louder than words.” When you start changing your resume to be achievement based rather than
duty based, a great thing to focus on is quantifiable experience. Wherever possible, try to use numbers
in order to make your resume shine.
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When adding quantifiable experience to your resume, always ask yourself “How Many?” or “How Much?”
for each of the tasks you performed. Obviously you might not be able to do this for every job function
but approaching your resume this way will help you to develop a strong, quantifiable document. You
can do this by including:
• Hard Numbers: It’s always best to first think about the number of reports, files, clients, etc
that you dealt with in previous jobs. Numbers almost always sound more impressive than
generic statements of tasks you performed. If, for example, you worked at a restaurant as a
waiter and were a shift leader, you could say it in 2 different ways:
“Waited on tables in a high-paced restaurant environment and supervised fellow waiters”
OR
“Waited on over 50 customers per night in a high-paced restaurant environment and supervised
10 waiters per shift”
The first example tells you, while the second shows you through numbers. Which example
sounds more like someone you’d want to hire?
• Percentages: Using percentages can be a great way to highlight your achievements and
demonstrate your success in previous positions. Percentages can also be helpful when the
numbers themselves don’t sound that impressive but compared to what they previously
were, they are. For example, if you were in charge of social media at your previous company
and increased followers from 300 to 1000, you could either say:
“Increased social media followers by 700”
OR
“Increased social media followers by over 300%”
Both are achievement statements but percentages can sometimes sound more impressive than
hard numbers or give context to your numbers if employers might not be familiar with examples.
• Frequency: You may not realize it but ordinary tasks can sound completely different when
you put them into context. Maybe you performed some mediocre tasks in previous positions
but at high-volume rates. If you worked at a call-center, for example, answering calls and
responding to customer complaints, you could either say:
“Answered incoming calls and responded to customer complaints”
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OR
“Managed incoming calls and responded to over 200 customer complaints per day.”
The second sounds much more impressive.
We don’t always realize the achievements we’ve made in our past work experience. Thinking
about numbers can help put these achievements into perspective and demonstrate our
professional success to employers.

2.5

Should You Have More Than One Version Of Your Resume:

Most of us have now heard that we need to adapt our resume to fit each job position we apply for.
But what if you have experience in several different areas or you’re applying to a few different types of
positions within your industry?
Since graduating from college and entering the professional world, I had worked in various jobs across
different industries. If I had sent out a generic resume, the response from employers would most probably
been… “Huh?” Creating a generic resume won’t exactly convince employers of my qualifications if I’ve
held numerous different positions that aren’t clearly related.
Chances are that throughout your professional life, you’ve worked in several different job functions –
maybe even several different industries. When the time comes to look for a new job, your resume can
appear to have too many different themes going on. So what’s the solution?
In order to ensure the best job searching success and to save you the headache of constantly trying to
completely adapt your resume each time you apply for a position, try looking at your experience and
identify a few different themes you have the most experience in and create a separate version of your
resume for each one.
In order to do this effectively but also account for your other work experience, try creating a heading on
your resume entitled “Relevant Experience” first, then another entitled “Additional Experience.” This way
employers can see exactly what experience you have that directly relates to the position you’re applying
for, and further down your resume they can account for any gaps in your experience or see that you’ve
had other worthwhile experiences in a different area. A lot of employers do value diversity of experiences
in candidates but they do need to see your relevancy for the position they’re hiring for first.
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Creating separate versions of your resume for a few different themes will help you to:
• Focus your job search on the types of positions you have the best chance of qualifying for
• Make your life easier when you find a position to apply for by allowing you to only tweak
your resume slightly to fit the job description’s key words
• Allow you to identify different themes of your work experience that make you more
qualified for certain positions than you may have recognized
• Focus on skill sets rather than an industry: Too often when it comes to job searching we
focus on our experience in a particular industry rather than in a particular function or skill
set. Both can be helpful when applying for jobs but it’s important to know which one you’re
targeting for each position. Focusing on particular functions can also help you to transition
into a new field or industry if you’re looking to make a career change.
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Using Strategic Keywords:

Ever wonder why your resume is not getting the attention you feel it deserves or you don’t get offered
an interview for a position you have all the right qualifications for?
The answer may be as simple as using strategic keywords in your resume!
With the high volume of applications employers receive for each position, more and more companies are
using automated resume screening systems to search for keywords including specific skills, experience or
software and technology competencies they require of suitable candidates. Even if you do get a human
to screen your resume, hiring managers are typically looking for key skills and experiences to quickly
set a limited number of applicants apart from the rest of the pile.
To ensure that your resume makes it through these keyword screening tactics, you should:
Identify keywords in your industry. You can do this by exploring job postings in job search engines
for your career field and taking note of keywords that frequently pop up. Many employers will search
for industry-specific jargon, software and database systems in your resume that they feel a top candidate
should have experience with. You may have all the right qualifications an employer is looking for, but
if you don’t know how to communicate them in the same way employers want, your chances of an
interview drop significantly.
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The best place to find the keywords specific employers are looking for is in the actual job opening
description. Read the job posting carefully and identify the qualifications/ skills/ competencies listed
on that position. Consider this as your “cheat sheet” to getting the position. The employer is spelling out
exactly what they want in an ideal candidate. Of course you should never lie about your qualifications
or experiences, but by customizing your resume to include the keywords you have that the employer
lists on the job posting, you can drastically improve your chances of getting an interview.
Where to include keywords:
Depending on the type of keywords you find in a job posting, which can include desired skills,
technological competencies or key experiences, you can add keywords to a “Qualifications Summary”
or “Key Skills and Competencies” section at the beginning of your resume. You can also add keywords
when you highlight your responsibilities and achievements in past professional experiences.
Examples of keywords:
Examples of keywords in the Manufacturing field could include: asset management; capacity planning;
cell manufacturing; cost reductions; distribution management; outsourcing; materials coordinator; ontime delivery; and shipping and receiving operation.

2.7

Creating the Right Impression:

I recently “googled” my name and found an assortment of results come up that I didn’t even realize
were out there and visible to the public. Social media sites, registries I created, and websites that I’ve
registered on and long forgotten about. When it comes to job searching, employers are now able to see
more about our personal lives than ever before through the internet. This can either help or hurt us
when it comes to applying for jobs.
It is said that an estimated 2 out of 5 companies search the online profiles of job candidates. As we use
more and more social media sites and more tasks are accomplished online, this number is expected to grow.
It’s important that we be aware of the fact that our co-workers, bosses and hiring managers are able to see
certain things about us that we might not even realize. To be prepared, you should do a little research on
your online profile and see which websites, profiles and forums of yours are visible to the public.
You should make sure that the online profile you portray to the public matches the image you want to
present to potential employers, co-workers and supervisors. There are a couple of things you can do to
help create the image you want to portray through your online profile. To start, you can review your
privacy settings on social media sites and limit the types of information that is visible to the public or
to members of the site you’re not connected to. Many sites now allow you to customize the people that
can see your posts; however some online forums and web reviews are visible to the public so you should
be aware of the things you write about that everyone can see.
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This doesn’t mean that you can’t enjoy social media sites to share pictures and stay connected to family
and friends, but be conscious of what you’re putting out there. It is becoming more and more common for
individuals to create a personal profile as well as a professional one to categorize what types of information
are shared with whom. Creating a separate professional account to social media sites, such as Facebook for
example, can be a good idea and a way for you to maintain a professional image while also being able to use
these sites for personal enjoyment. It will allow you to share things with family and friends without worrying
about your boss seeing it on Monday or a hiring manager getting the wrong impression of you because
he doesn’t know about your sarcastic sense of humor or an inside joke you have going with your friends.
On the other hand, your online profile can enhance your chances at a job if it demonstrates the skills and
experiences you have that are related to the jobs you’re applying for. For example, if you’re applying for
a position as a web developer and your blog page is innovative and dynamic, this may show employers
that you have what it takes. In any case, you should make your online profile what you want it to be and
not what happens to pop up about you.

2.8

What You Wear Can Make A Difference:

Preparing for a job interview is tough work. You rehearse answers to common questions, decide on what
clothing to wear and ensure you have done an adequate amount of research into the company. But what
about the colour of your clothing – does this matter? Is wearing a white shirt with a blue tie going to
help you get the job over wearing a blue shirt with a black tie?
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Studies have shown that the colours you decide to wear in an interview can actually make a difference.
In the competitive world we live in you need to ensure that you take every advantage you possibly can.
Different colours evoke different emotions and it is imperative when you’re interviewing that you evoke
the right emotions from the interviewer.
Examples:
Blue: Words that describe the colour blue include: trust, loyalty, wisdom, peaceful. These are exactly
the type of feelings you want to be portraying in your interview. Blue is a calming colour (Think Ocean
and sky) and sends out a signal to the interviewer that you are indeed honest and sincere. Studies have
shown that wearing the colour blue to an interview will increase your chances of getting hired more
than any other colour.
Red: In contrast to the colour blue, the colour red stirs emotions more than any other colour. Red is a
strong colour, very emotional, an extreme colour that in an interview scenario can work against you.
Unlike blue which has a calming effect, the colour red is a fiery colour (the colour of love and passion),
and can be an intimidating colour for the interviewer.
Orange: Similar to red. A colour that stirs emotion and therefore a colour I would avoid wearing in a
job interview. Although orange is not seen to be as an aggressive as the colour red, it is still perceived
as a colour that can evoke feelings of power and aggression.
Grey: My second favourite colour to wear after blue. Grey gives the look of sophistication and authority.
In a corporate environment the colour grey is professional and portrays an individual as being confident
without being intimidating.
Purple: The colour of “Royalty”. The colour symbolizes power, aristocracy, lavishness, and extravagance.
Black: Be careful when wearing just black to an interview. The colour black is seen as a power colour
and can be viewed as threatening. Wearing black outfits can portray an individual as being powerful or
even arrogant. Black is also associated with negative implications such as death, sin, and fear.
Just remember that first impressions count a lot when you go to interview. Know your audience and
dress accordingly.
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3 Interview Preparation

3.1

Steps To Creating A Job Search Plan:

Set out clear goals and objectives:
Whether you were retrenched, just graduated from school or are tired of your job and want a new one,
you need to have clear goals of what kind of jobs you want to look for and a target date of when you
hope to land a new job. Setting out clear goals will help you to stay focused during your job hunt and
make it easier for you to mark your progress. Goals should be clear and realistic. In order to do this,
first assess your skills and qualifications and search for positions that match up with your interests and
qualifications. You can target a few different types of positions to give yourself some flexibility but try
to make a decision about the industry and specific positions you’ll be targeting.
Perfect your marketing materials:
You won’t get very far in your job search without first fine-tuning your resume, sample cover letter,
business cards and portfolio if you require one in your profession. If you’ll be applying for positions
in different skill areas you should create a different version of your resume for each one to make the
application process easier for you. Once you have these perfected, you’ll only need to tweak them slightly
when you find a position to apply for.
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Develop a plan of attack:
This is when you need to do some research in your area – look up any job fairs scheduled in the next
few months; make a list of some of your contacts you can talk to about your job search and set out
networking goals; upload your resume to job site portals; target ideal companies and a few job search
engines; and set out a timeline of your job searching activities. If you’re currently employed full-time,
your timeline might be a little longer and not as urgent while if you’re currently not employed full-time
you may have a shorter timeline.
Keep track:
I’ll admit I’m pretty terrible about doing this but job searching can quickly turn into a muddied mess. If
you don’t keep track of what you’ve been doing each day/each week, you won’t be able to identify what
works and what doesn’t. It’s important to do this so you can keep track of which sites you visit when, new
contacts you’ve made and positions you’ve applied for so you know when the right time is to follow up.
Keeping track of your activities will help you identify trends in which types of companies or positions
have offered you an interview so you can optimize your job search.
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Researching Before An Interview:

You’ve perfected your resume and cover letter, sent out dozens of job applications, and now you finally
get called in for a face-to-face interview. It’s imperative for you to do your research about the company
beforehand. You’ll be able to ask intelligent, relevant questions during the interview, tailor the information
you share in the interview to the values and services the company provides and get a better idea if this is
a company you even want to work for. Doing your research will give you an edge over the competition
and make you stand out as hardworking, prepared and serious about the position.
1. Job Description:
The job description is the first thing you should look at before the interview. Read the job
description and know it inside and out. This can help you learn what the position’s role is in
the company, what kind of experience they’re looking for and some of the key tasks you’ll
be expected to perform in the position. Knowing the job description can help you tailor the
examples and experiences you share in the interview.
2. Company Website:
It’s a good idea to check out the company’s website next. Look at the mission statement and
values the company professes to see what’s important to them and how they position themselves
in the industry. Check out products and services, leadership, partnerships and models they use.
3. Details:
Unless this is a last-minute interview, it’s not enough just to skim over the company website.
Look at the organizational aspects of the company. Who are the board members, when was
the company started, check for investor relations, share prices, turnover rates, etc. This will set
you apart if you demonstrate in the interview that you know where the company stands, who
the competitors are and what’s at stake for them.
4. Search Social Media:
Many companies now have a social media presence. If they do, they’re likely to share more
intimate news and updates with followers. Try to connect to their social media pages before
your interview and look through past information they’re sharing. Make sure to check LinkedIn
to see if you have any connections to the company through your own contacts and to look
for employees of the company. Try to learn some basic information about your interviewers
if you know who it will be.
5. Recent News:
Search the internet for recent news and events about the company. You may learn some very telling
information through news articles. You can learn about new partnerships or products launched
by the company, relationships to other competitors in the field and higher management changes.
Just be sure not to bring up any negative press or controversial topics during the interview.
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6. Products and Services:
No matter what company or organization you’re interviewing with, they have particular
products and services they offer and ways they position themselves in the field to set themselves
apart. You should know details about the products or services the company offers as well as
the methodology they use to deliver services.
7. Industry Websites and News:
It’s not enough to know about the company without knowing its relation to the broader industry.
Look for industry-related websites and recent news about the industry to put the company in
context and show employers that you understand the current state of affairs in the field.

3.3

Conducting Informational Interviews:

Informational interviews are a great way to network, meet professionals in your field and gain advice
about moving forward in your career. Informational interviews take of the pressure of interviewing for
particular positions and instead allow you to ask questions, meet more informally and build relationships.
You’re not asking directly for a job but rather seeking information and advice from another professional
in the field.
Create a Targeted List:
Make a target list of people you’d like to meet with. Start with friends or acquaintances of your own
personal network, and then think about your target companies, people you’ve worked with in the past,
etc. You may not be able to get a meeting with all of them but there’s no harm in trying.
Attempt Contact:
Of course if you’ve been given a contact by someone you already know it will be much easier to get in
touch with someone. You might even get a personal phone number or email. Professionals you don’t
know will take a little more work. Try to find the professionals on LinkedIn or call the company and
ask to speak directly to them. You might need to be persistent and a little creative in figuring out how
to reach them.
Meet with Several Contacts per Month:
The more contacts you can meet with the better. The meetings are usually harmless and allow you
to build your network and increase the number of people who can keep you in mind in case any job
openings come up.
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Be Prepared:
Come prepared with an updated resume, business cards or writing samples in case your contact asks
for your resume or wants to see your work. You can also come prepared with a brief introduction about
yourself and your professional experiences. Remember your contact shouldn’t feel like you’re asking for
a job, so don’t offer your resume unless they invite you to do so.
Ask Questions:
Informational interviews are your chance to ask questions about the industry, your contact’s company
or position and ask for any advice they can give you about breaking into the industry or transitioning
to a different focus area in the field. You can ask them how they got into the field, what brought them
to their current company, what a typical day looks like for them, etc. Just make sure to respect your
contact’s time and stick to the time frame you previously agreed upon.
Towards the end of your informational interview, it’s okay to ask if based on the information you’ve
shared with them they have any advice for you about breaking into the industry, landing an internship
and so on; and if they would be willing to keep you in mind if they hear about any available positions.
You can also ask if they have any other contacts in the business they think could be helpful for you to
talk to.
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Follow Up:
Don’t forget to send a thank you letter or email immediately following your informational interview.
Remember they’ve taken time out of their busy day to speak to you. Try to follow up every so often or
find ways to briefly keep in touch so you continue to build the relationship.

3.4

10 Reasons Why You’re Still Unemployed:
1. Your resume is flat. Your resume is typically the first thing employers see so if you’re not
getting any interviews you might want to take a look at your resume. If your resume fails
to effectively highlight your skills and achievements you won’t make it past the stack of
applications.
2. Your interview skills are lacking. If you’re not dressing properly for the interview, chewing
gum, answering your phone or arguing during the interview you won’t be getting called
back.
3. You aren’t networking.When unemployment is high, networking only becomes more
crucial to finding a job. The more you can network, the better your chances of finding a
position.

4. You don’t look professional. If you’re not dressing professionally for interviews, have lots of
piercings or tattoos or don’t have a neatly shaved beard, your look may be keeping you from
landing the job.
5. You don’t meet the qualifications. If you don’t have over 50% of the qualifications listed
on the job advertisement, you’re wasting your time. Don’t send out resumes to every job
posting you find. Focus on preparing quality responses for fewer positions to improve the
outcome.
6. You’re overqualified. If you’re a mid-level professional applying for entry level, minimum
wage positions many employers will red flag you. Employers don’t want to deal with
high turnover rates so if you’re highly overqualified they assume you’ll leave at the first
opportunity you get.
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7. You have an attitude. There aren’t many employers who will hire you with a bad attitude.
Complaining about the job responsibilities or appearing to have a chip on your shoulder
and difficult to work with is an instant interview killer.
8. You’re not following directions. If a job posting asks for a resume, cover letter and
reference list, you better give them all three. Failing to follow all the directions listed on a
job posting will almost always automatically eliminate you from consideration.
9. You’re not doing your research. If you make it to the interview but fail to do any research
on the company, you’re drastically cutting down your chances. As tough as job searching
and interviewing at multiple companies is, employers want to hire candidates who are
serious about working for them. That means actually knowing about their history, products
and services if you want to land the position.
10. You’re not communicating properly. If you’re talking too much or too little in an interview
you may be killing your chances. It’s just as frustrating for esmployers to have to dig for
information if you give short answers as it is to try and cut you off if you won’t stop talking
and start going off-topic.

3.5

The Importance Of Networking:

Have you ever worked for your uncle’s company over the summer, been referred by a friend to work at
the same company they do, gone for an informational interview with a member of your school’s alumni
association or received a business contact from a friend of your parent’s? If you’ve ever benefitted from
these types of things, you’ve seen the first-hand effects of Networking.
Networking is often underestimated in the job searching process but if done correctly, it can actually be
the best thing you ever do for your career. It’s usually free, and simply involves meeting new people in
your field and forming professional relationships, relating to the industry you’re in. Networking involves
forming a long-term, professional relationship with others for mutual gain. It involves a reciprocal
exchange of ideas, services and contacts.
Having a vast network of contacts can help open doors for you whether it be summer internships, new
collaborations to benefit your company, or getting hired for a new position. Networking is what gets
you opportunities you may not have otherwise had.
You may be able to assist someone with a contact in the industry and they may be able to help you
find partnerships for a new business venture. The stronger and more vast your network is, the better
opportunities you’ll have for advancements in your career. Besides building friendships with other likeminded individuals, people will be more likely to work they you if you already have a connection. For
example, if you have a good relationship with one of your suppliers, they’ll be more willing to go out of
their way to help you out of a tight spot. If you have your own company and are looking for partnerships,
there couldn’t be a better way to do this than networking with other business owners in the field.
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Having a strong network, whether or not you’re starting up a business or looking for a new job, is
beneficial for you. Simply knowing a lot of people in your field who think positively of you will improve
your reputation and help you to become someone they immediately think of for promotions, new job
opportunities, special projects and collaborations, and so on.
If you go to a lot of networking events, do yourself a favor and start keeping track of who you met when,
what their job title was and briefly what you talked about. This will make it easier for you to follow up
with them in the future, and also remind them of who you are. Make sure to exchange contact information
or business cards when you form a new connection and try to follow up within the next couple of days
to open the doors for further communication.

3.6

Getting Back To Work After An Absence:

Whether you’ve taken 10 years off from the professional world to raise your children, been recovering
from an injury or caring for a sick family member for a few years, it can be intimidating trying to get
back into the job market after a significant absence.
1. Assess your motivation for going back to work. Before you get too deep in the job search,
assess your motivations for returning to work. Do you just want to work part time and make
a little extra money for the family or do you want to get back into the career you went to
school for? Knowing what you’re looking for can guide the rest of your search.
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2. Get Advice. If you’ve been out of the working world for a while it’s important to get advice
from friends and family about current trends in finding and applying for jobs as well as
types of interviews.
3. Update your career documents. Resume and cover letter trends change pretty quickly so
do some research on current resume styles and look for examples to see how your resume
compares. Remember to add any activities you’ve been involved with during your time off
that could be relevant to the job you’re applying for. Organizing a bi-annual charity event or
running your child’s Parent Teacher’s Association is still experience.
4. Reconnect to your field. If you haven’t been involved in any activities related to your field,
start looking for ways to reconnect. Take on freelance or contract work to start brushing up
on your skills and making contacts, or start volunteering once a week to freshen up. This
will make the transition to full time work easier.
5. Network with others. Your first order of business once you decide to get back into the job
market should be to contact previous colleagues. This is a great way to learn about new
developments in the field and see if they have any ideas of where you should begin your job
search.
6. Start Connecting. You may not realize the huge impact social media has made during
recent years. If you’re not online, start creating a profile and connect to companies and
forums in your field. You can even start a blog related to the field to connect to others.
7. Think outside the box. If you’re just getting back into work after a long absence, you may
need to start out small before jumping into a full time position. Be willing to take on part
time gigs or look for new avenues for your job search if you’ve acquired new skills and
interests during your break.
8. Fill in the gaps. If your field has new requirements you don’t have, try brushing up on your skills
or enrolling in a class to update your knowledge and prepare you to re-enter the labor force.
9. Prepare. If you haven’t interviewed in a while it’s important to practice before you give it
a go. Remember that it’s helpful during an interview to account for where you were during
a long absence but you don’t need to apologize to employers for taking a break or explain
your actions. Have confidence in your abilities and decisions and stay positive.
10. Persevere. Job searching isn’t easy for anyone these days, especially if your work experience
isn’t current. Be patient with the process and keep talking to different people and applying
where you can.

3.7

What You Should Know Before You Change Careers:

If you wake up in the morning dreading going to work every day, feel like your job is sucking the life out
of you or feel the work you do is not worth the pay you’re getting, it may be time to consider a career
change. Although you may want to quit your current job immediately in search of a more fulfilling or
higher paid field, the process takes time and should be considered carefully. Follow these helpful tips
when considering a career change.
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Take your time:
Changing careers generally doesn’t happen overnight. There is a lot of preparation needed before you up
and quit your current job and expect to find another one in a completely different industry. Once you
make the decision that you’d like to change careers, be patient and take the time to make contacts, do
your research and get the basic qualifications you’ll need in order to make the switch.
Do your research:
Unfortunately if you’re a nurse and wake up one day and decide your true calling is to be a lawyer, you
won’t get anywhere without first doing some research to figure out what you actually need to pursue
that profession. Before you make any definite decisions, conduct extensive research on the field you’re
interested in. Talk to any contacts you know in the field or contact professionals in the industry to get
more information, review industry websites, related news and learn about the qualifications needed for
entry level positions as well as the industry outlook.
Be willing to make some sacrifices:
Unfortunately when you switch careers, you’ll usually have to make sacrifices in order to do it. You’ll
need to start closer to the bottom again and work your way up. This may mean taking a cut in pay, losing
seniority privileges or having fewer benefits. You may also need to consider volunteering for a few hours
each week in the field that interests you to make sure that you actually know what you’re getting into,
gain some relevant experience and make sure that this is the right path for you.
Have a plan:
When you decide to make a career change it’s important to have a solid plan in place. Depending on
what career you’re changing to, you may need to go back to school for further education, enroll in a
training program or gain basic experience through part time or voluntary work. You’ll also need to
start networking with other industry professionals in order to gain valuable insights and increase your
chances of successfully making the transition.
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4 The Job Search
4.1

Can Email Etiquette Affect Your Job Search?

Most of us use email so often now it’s like we were born doing it. I’ll admit when I chat to my friends
over email though I don’t always construct a complete, grammatically correct and spelling error-free
piece of writing. I use abbreviated web phrases like ‘Lol’ or ‘Brb’ and don’t always sign my name at the
end or address my email to the appropriate person.
But will this type of informal and grammatically incorrect email fly when I respond to a job posting?
Unfortunately there are some downsides to our technologically savvy age where we can communicate
effortlessly all day long through emails, text messages, mobile phone calls, Skype and the huge variety
of other chat apps now available. If you don’t remember to change your email style when you respond
to job postings online, you may be ruining your chances before employers ever even open your resume.
Following are some common email etiquette mistakes that could put a strike on you record when
applying for jobs:
Delayed responses:
We’ve all experienced those times when you’re on vacation or up in the mountains and don’t get
coverage or are too busy enjoying your time to check your email. When you get back from the break
you probably have dozens of emails piled up with mass emailer’s and colleagues wondering why you’re
not responding. When you start sending out resumes and responding to job postings it’s important to
check your email at least once a day to ensure you respond promptly to a response from an employer.
If you take more than a couple of days to respond to an interview offer you may appear irresponsible
or unsure about the position.
Short emails:
When you send your friends emails you might not need to include a greeting or use complete sentences
but make sure when you send an email about a job posting you pull out all the stops. Your email doesn’t
need to be a full on letter however you do need to use a more formal tone and be sure to include a
proper greeting, complete sentences and signature at the end. It’s not okay to respond with one or two
words the way you might with your friends. Emails are easily shared and can damage your reputation if
you’re seen being rude or harsh to someone so always be polite and courteous in even if you’re dealing
with an assistant or you don’t think it’s important.
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Typos and grammatical errors:
A common trend when using email and other forms of technology to communicate is we tend to get
lazy with our spelling and grammar using abbreviations, slang, misspelled words and grammatical errors.
When you enter the professional world you need to break this cycle or at least put on your professional
guise when you’re no longer dealing with friends. It’s extremely easy to make typos on emails and not
even realize it. As small as it may seem, this can be a deal breaker for some employers.

4.2

Changing Up Your Job Search Strategies:

Are you busy searching through the same few job search engines every day without hearing anything
back? There are a lot of job portals out there that are, quite frankly, OVERUSED. If you’re looking at the
same top 2 job searching sites on the web then you’re right there with thousands of other job seekers
all applying for the same handful of positions. Would you rather be a small fish in the ocean or at least
a regular-sized fish in a pond?
In order to maximize your success in the job hunt and avoid burning out you should focus your energy
on different methods of job searching instead of throwing all your eggs in one basket.
1. Employment /job search engines/industry websites:
This is the job search medium most of us now use for the majority of our job searching activities.
The internet has made it incredibly fast and efficient to find open positions and apply for them
all out of the comfort of your own home. The downside to this easier method though, is the
huge amount of other job seekers applying for the same positions. Competition is higher for
these types of positions depending on the popularity of the site.
2. Recruiters:
Some industries rely on recruiters more than others. If you’re serious about landing a job
though, contacting a legitimate recruiting company isn’t a bad idea. It’s just one more avenue
you have to help find available positions.
3. Company websites:
Many smaller companies either don’t have the funding to advertise their positions on
employment websites or don’t want to have thousands of candidates apply for a position if they
advertise on high-profile websites. Although sometimes time-consuming going to individual
company websites to check for job openings, this is a good way to find relevant positions for
several of your targeted companies. Set time out to search individual websites and make a
favorites list of your top companies to easily check back on periodically.
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4. Walk-in:
Although this method of job seeking can seem a little outdated, it’s still effective for certain
industries. Applying for jobs online is very impersonal. Anytime you can actually meet someone
in the company…either by going into the store, attending an event, or walking into the office
you can increase your chances of getting an interview.
I actually landed a job this way many years ago. I had applied through the company’s website
but didn’t hear anything back, then a few months later I happened to stop by the store and
asked if they were still hiring. The lady happened to be the manager, had me write down my
contact details so she could look for my application, and two weeks later I started the job.
Employers are much more willing to give you a shot if they’ve actually met you in person and
can put a face to your application.
5. Networks:
Networking is still (fortunately and unfortunately) one of the most powerful ways to find a
job. Statistics still show a high percentage of jobs that aren’t ever even advertised but rather
filled through networking. Unfortunately if you don’t know many people in your industry this
might seem like bad news but the more people you can talk to the more valuable this will be
for you in the future.
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Finding A Job Recruiter Who Specializes In My Industry:

If you are a current jobseeker looking for that killer role in your industry, ask yourself who is the best
person to help me find that job? The answer is clear. A specialist job recruitment agent not only has
experience in matching jobseekers to employers, but he or she also has inside knowledge of current jobs
that are available and the type of job seeker that a particular company may be looking for.
Finding any type of recruitment agent, headhunter or recruiting agency is not hard. However, finding
the right job recruiter who can help you find success is the key. A simple search on Google and you will
soon see that there are hundreds even thousands of recruiting companies ranging from big corporate
recruitment companies that specialize in a range of industries and locations to small boutique recruiters
who focus on specific niche markets. It is important that before you even begin your job search that
you have a clear understanding of the type of job positions you require in order not to waste your time.
How do you find that specialist Recruitment Agent that fits your industry?
You can always enter your trade into a search engine online and then recruitment or recruiter followed
by your town. This will show up a number of recruitment companies in your area who specialize in your
industry. However, the results that may show up may not fit your specific requirements. This can often
be a long and tiresome way to search for recruiters.
Avoid these headaches and check out the Find A Recruiter Portal on the RedStarResume website. This
brand new platform was developed to connect job seekers directly to recruiters and enable recruiters to
promote resources and job openings directly to job seekers.
Rather than spending all your time trying to find job recruiters, use the portal and find the best recruiters
in a matter of seconds. Every recruiter featured on the Portal is recognized as an expert in their chosen
field. No matter if you’re looking for part-time or full-time work, our chosen recruiters can help you
find your new dream job.
How much will a Recruitment Agent cost me?
The answer is nothing! Recruitment agents only get paid once they find you a job. Even at this stage, it
is the employer who pays the recruitment agency. As the job seeker, you will never have to pay a cent.
However, don’t forget that for every job advertisement that is listed online, an individual recruiter can
receive up to 300–500 resume applications. If you are going to stand out from the competition you
need to ensure that your professional resume is updated, formatted correctly and error free. A recruiter
does not have time to go through your resume with a fine tooth comb. If your resume doesn’t pass the
recruiters standards then the chances of it ending up on the desk of an employer is very unlikely.
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The Best time To Look For A New Job:

Most of us tend to begin the search for a new job when we’re either retrenched; about to graduate; have
just been passed up for a promotion or absolutely can’t stand our boss anymore. You typically want a
job immediately if any of these things have happened to you; however the best time to look for a new
job is actually during the times when you don’t absolutely need one yet. Right around the time you start
to feel like you’re ready to move on or interested in trying your hand at something new is the time you
should start sending out feelers and keeping your eyes open for available positions.
If you wait to look for a job until you really need one you’re limiting your options and may be forced to
settle for less or spend some time unemployed. Most job searches take at least a few months depending
on industry and location so don’t force yourself to rush the process and have to accept any job offer you
get. Here are some ideas of good times to start looking for a new job:
Before you hate your current job:
You generally won’t love your job one day and then wake up the next day to hate it. Look at the signs
at your current job. When you start to dread going to work every day, get a new boss you don’t click
with or no longer feel like you’re learning anything new it may be time to start looking for a new one.
When the industry is growing or hiring:
It won’t do any good to look for jobs when big companies in the industry are downsizing or retrenching
employees. The best time to start looking for job openings is when the industry is growing or a new
market emerges in the field.
Once you know what you want the next step in your career to be:
There usually comes a time in your job when the next step becomes clear. Maybe you’re a case planner
and you realize you want to move into becoming a vocational specialist. If you have a job there’s no
pressure to find something immediately but it’s a good time to start looking that way you’ll be ready
when the right opportunity comes along.
After completing a major project or high season:
You generally shouldn’t leave right before a major project you’re working on is expected to roll out or
during the busy accounting season. You might end up putting out your current employer and risk a bad
reference. You’ll also have more to put on your CV by finishing that big project.
After a major life change or big vacation:
Try to avoid looking for a new job when you’re going through a divorce, a few months pregnant or
you have a big vacation planned at the end of the year. Don’t give yourself one more thing to adjust to
during a stressful time.
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After holiday breaks and the beginning of the financial year:
Don’t start sending out a bunch of resumes before Thanksgiving holiday. Most people are trying to get
their reports finished and leave things clear so they can enjoy their break. When they come back your
resume will be buried under a week of other emails. It’s usually best to apply for positions during the
new financial year when companies have a fresh budget and are able to hire.
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How to Avoid being Red Flagged as a Job Hopper:

Have you switched careers several times in the past ten years, worked several short-term positions, or
been retrenched and forced to find new work? If you’ve held several different positions in the past 5-10
years, you may be sending a message to employers that you’re a job hopper, not staying in positions for
very long. Hiring managers confess that if a candidate looks like a job hopper, they will automatically
discard their resume, assuming that they’re either not reliable, get bored easily in positions or have been
terminated by past employers. Whether employers’ perceptions are accurate or not, you don’t want to
be labeled a job hopper and lose a good opportunity.
Whatever your reasons are for frequently changing positions (and there are a lot of totally legitimate
reasons nowadays to choose, or circumstantially need to change jobs), you don’t want to be automatically
discarded for positions you apply for.
Try these helpful tips to avoid being labeled a ‘Job Hopper’ and eliminated from consideration.
• Categorize your work experience differently
If you have several short-term, consulting or temporary work assignments, you may want
to consider categorizing them under one heading such as “Consultant” and list the various
projects you worked on and accomplishments under that, so it appears more as a whole set
instead of separate assignments. You can also include two separate headings for your work
experience if you’ve transitioned between industries a lot. Put “Relevant Work Experience”
with the positions you’ve held that are directly related to the position you’re applying to, and
“Other,” or “Additional Work Experience” below that to account for large gaps of time.
• Leave out irrelevant jobs
Your resume is essentially a marketing tool to demonstrate your qualifications for a particular
position or industry. If you have short-term, contract or part-time experiences that you don’t
feel are relevant to the position you’re applying for, it is entirely okay to leave it out. You will,
however, need to include it if a company asks for your full work experience.
• De-emphasize dates of employment
If your dates of employment are choppy, you can try downplaying the dates in different ways.
You can try leaving out the months of employment and only including the years, so it’s not
as obvious. You can also include the dates in parenthesis after your job title, or below your
achievements.
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• Focus on achievements and qualifications
Employers are mainly concerned with your success in past positions. If you can demonstrate
you made significant contributions to your previous employers, even if they were short-term
positions, employers will be more likely to overlook it. You can even emphasize accomplishments
and skills you’ve acquired through your diverse roles, such as being a fast learner, adapting to
new work environments and industry trends, and yielding high results.
• Use your cover letter to briefly explain your work history, putting a positive spin on it
and expressing your interest in a long-term position
If you feel like your resume screams Job Hopper, you may want to add a brief explanation for
why you’ve changed jobs so frequently in your cover letter, or highlight the unique skills and
perspective you’ve gained through your diverse experiences. Make sure to stay positive about
your past circumstances though and try not to sound like you’re making excuses for every
position you’ve left. It’s important to also express your interest in a long-term position with
the company to help put employers’ fears at ease.

4.6

The Importance of First Impressions:

When was the last time you were introduced to someone you’ve never met before? It could have been
a friend of another friend at a party, a new employee at your company or a different instructor at the
gym. Chances are you formed some impression of that person based on only a few quick factors – be it
clothing, hair-style, greeting, facial expressions or body language.
Most of us form our first impressions within only 10 seconds of meeting someone. Whether our
impressions are actually true to the person or not, first impressions are powerful. They have the power
to make us want to learn more about someone or try to steer clear of them. In a job interview, the first
impression is critical. It can mean the difference between getting hired for the position or not.
To make the best first impression in your job interview, consider these factors beforehand and use the
power of first impressions to your benefit!
Appearance:
The first thing people notice about you when you walk in the door is your appearance. When the time
comes for your job interview, think of the phrase “dress for success”. Everything about your appearance
should be perfect and show your competency and ability to perform the job you’re applying for.
Your clothing should be appropriate for the job you’re applying for, but it’s always better to dress up
rather than down. Make sure that your clothing is well ironed, pants not too long or short, the color
scheme goes well together and fits you appropriately.
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You should always wear nice, polished dress shoes to complete your look and add to your professionalism.
For us women, a clean bag that matches your outfit is also key.
It never fails when you have a big event coming you’ll have a bad hair day. Make sure to leave plenty of
time for yourself to get your hair perfect on the morning of your interview.
Punctuality:
It’s always better to be too early to the interview than late. If possible, try to scope out the location of
your interview beforehand so you know where to go and don’t get lost on your way to the interview.
If you show up to the interview more than 20–30 minutes early, you can take a breather in your car or
review some of your interview notes before you go in.
Greeting:
Your first greeting with interviewers is so important. If hired, you’ll be representing their company to
the public, clients and stakeholders so they need to know that you can meet people professionally and
make a good impression. When you greet your interviewers (or anyone else you encounter beforehand at
the location) make eye contact, smile and give a firm handshake. This will ensure you appear confident
and capable.
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The Full-Time Job Of Finding A Job:

A true story… A candidate was applying for a job that he felt was probably beyond him in terms of
experience and skills, however he figured he’d apply and “hope for the best”. The job application asked for
a resume and personally written cover letter to be submitted to the hiring manager. When the candidate
went to send the resume and cover letter he decided that instead of writing the generic “To whom it
may concern” on the top of his letter, he would call up the company and find out the name of the hiring
manager. Thus, he began his letter with “Dear Mr. xxxx”.
As insignificant as this seems, the candidate ended up getting the job. Years later this young man
became the right hand man to the hiring manager who had now become the CEO of the firm. When the
hiring manager was asked why he had originally employed the boy he said, “He was not the strongest
academically or experienced candidate, but he was the only person out of 100 candidates who had taken
the time and effort to find out my name…”
Although gaining employment is subject to many unpredictable factors that are far beyond your control
(such as employer perceptions, competition and personal choice), there are countless factors that are
controllable that you may be doing wrong. Remember, your resume only has 10 seconds to make an
impact. When the hiring manager has 100 resumes on his or her desk and needs to pick the top 5, all
it takes is the simplest error for your resume to be deleted.
My advice is this: If you’re going to spend time applying for jobs then DO IT PROPERLY. You are not
going to get an interview by sending out a resume that is written or formatted incorrectly. By doing just
the smallest things correctly you will find that success is just around the corner.
Is your resume full of clichés? Do you use words such as “hardworking”, “loyal worker” or “enthusiastic”?
Do you send out the exact same resume for every job? If the answer is yes, then you need to take greater
effort to differentiate your resume and make it stand out from the crowd. Include your achievements
with examples. Don’t just write “I am a hardworking individual” as this does not inspire. Rather, explain
to the reader why you are a hardworking individual. If you’re not inspired by your resume then why is
a hiring manager going to be inspired?
Your resume is your selling tool. Take a look at it. Are you proud of how it reads? Does it sell your
strengths, skills and accomplishments? In this tough economic climate you need to go the extra length
to get an interview.
Find below 15 reasons why you may be missing out on getting that interview:
• Generic resume
• Resumes that do not inspire
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• Clichéd resume
• Your resume does not use key words
• Your resume is formatted incorrectly
• Your resume is not targeted
• You don’t use a cover letter
• Your cover letter is boring/generic/clichéd
• Your resume and cover letter are too embellished
• Your job search is restricted to the Internet/Google/Yahoo
• You are only seeking out the perfect job (Is there such a thing?)
• Spelling mistakes/bad grammar
• Lack of professionalism
• No follow up
• Unqualified/Overqualified (you need to be realistic)
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5 Interview Time
5.1

Best Questions To Ask In An Interview:

In a job interview, the majority of the questions are directed at you. Interviews can seem very one-sided
and intimidating at times. However at the end of each interview, most employers will leave some time
to ask you if you have any questions for them. Some candidates get taken aback by this question or are
too nervous to think of any questions to ask. Employers say most candidates don’t take advantage of
the opportunity to ask them questions enough, leaving them to assume that maybe the candidate is not
serious about the position or thinking seriously if the job is the right fit for them.
Be prepared with some questions about the position you’re applying for before you go in for an interview.
If your questions are answered during the interview, try to at least ask some follow-up questions to the
information they provided.
Asking questions is a great way to show the research you’ve done on the company – new projects,
partnerships or campaigns they’ve launched, and express your seriousness about the position. Through
intelligent, inquisitive questions you can end the interview with a bang and leave the interviewers with
a positive impression of you even if the entire interview wasn’t perfect. The more detailed questions you
can ask specifically about the company, the better. Just be sure to phrase them in a professional way,
keep it positive and don’t bring up any controversial topics.
Check out some of the best questions to ask in an interview below. You can tailor them to the position/
company you’re interviewing for.
1. If hired, how could I best help the company meet its goals?
2. What do you like most about working here and what would you say is the most important
aspect of your company culture? What is your ideal communication style with your staff?
3. If I were to start tomorrow what should the top priorities be on my to-do list?
4. What are your expectations for this position and how can someone surpass your
expectations?
5. What are the top skill and qualities you feel the right candidate needs to excel in this
position?
6. What improvements or changes do you hope the new candidate will bring to this position?
7. What does a typical day or work week look like for the person in this position? Could you
tell me any examples of projects I would be working on if I were to get the position?
8. Does the company offer any continued education or professional training opportunities?
9. Is there anything that stands out to you that makes you think I might Not be the right fit for
this position?
10. What are the next steps in the selection process? When do you expect to make a decision?
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Interviewing Tips For The “Introvert”:

If you’re an introvert than going out on interviews and charming employers might not be your strongpoint. In fact you may dread interviews and stress about it for days, even weeks before.
Some of the common complaints given by employers related to introverts are: it can be like pulling teeth
trying to get comprehensive interview answers out of them; candidates fail to convince them that they
really want the position; they have low energy and don’t seem enthusiastic about the job; or they seem
stand-offish or impersonal and employers question their communications skills and ability to get along
well with others.
Introverts do have plenty of strengths when it comes to interviews though, such as being very insightful
about interview answers or radiating professionalism to employers. It’s all about knowing how to
emphasize your strengths and downplay your weaknesses.
Here are a few tips you should know in order to use your personality to help your interview rather than
hurt it.
1. Practice, practice, practice:
The more you know what to expect in an interview the more relaxed and prepared you’ll be.
Try looking for as many interview examples beforehand and write down key bullet points you
would use in response to that question. You can even print this out and review it before the
interview so that you have quality answers and examples ready for some of the key interview
questions.
2. Talk:
If you get anxious during high-pressure situations and typically don’t say much when you do,
this could easily happen during your interview. If you don’t say much, employers might not
be convinced of your qualifications or won’t think you really want the position. In order to
overcome this, try to include at least one example from your previous experience with each
relevant interview question. This will help make sure you’re not being short with the interviewers
or making them dig for information.
3. Smile and relax:
I can’t stress these two enough. If you’re nervous, stiff and not smiling then interviewers might
perceive you as cold, boring or impersonal and that won’t win you any brownie points. Try to
smile to lighten the mood. While you want to portray professionalism you also don’t want to
take yourself too seriously and look like someone others wouldn’t get along with in the office.
Remember that what you say is only part of your interview. Non-verbal communication plays
a huge role in your interview success so try to relax and use positive body language to your
advantage.
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Interviewing Tips For The “Extrovert”:

If you’re an extrovert then meeting new people and engaging in conversation comes naturally to you.
This can be a huge benefit when the time comes for interviewing but there are a few tips you should
know in order to use your personality to help your interview rather than hurt it.
Some of the common complaints employers share related to extroverts include: talking too much and
dragging the interview out; getting side-tracked or going off-track during the interview; and taking over
the interview by making it about them and asking too many questions when not prompted to.
1. Provide complete and comprehensive answers but don’t over-talk:
Providing comprehensive responses to interview questions is usually great for demonstrating
your strong communication skills and for supplying enough evidence to show your
qualifications for the position. There’s nothing that irritates employers more, however, than
when candidates start asking tons of questions during the middle of the interview or go on
and on with their responses and start taking over the interview. If you’re the type of person
that talks or rambles when you’re nervous, try to be actively aware of it during your interview.
Remember that for the most part the interviewer should be the one asking the questions and
directing the interview.
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2. Let your personality shine but stay on track:
There’s nothing that makes employers happier than knowing in the interview that you’re
someone they’d get along with if hired and who would fit in perfectly with the office environment.
While you should let some of your personality shine during the interview, you should try to
avoid getting too off-topic. Remember this is first and foremost work-related so you shouldn’t
go on a tangent talking about being out late last night drinking with your buddies, your dog’s
new sweater outfit or where you’re planning on going during the next holiday. An interview isn’t
typically scheduled for very long so if you start getting off track you’ll cut into the interviewer’s
time which won’t reflect well on you.
3. Be friendly and honest but not to a fault:
Being friendly and outgoing is great during a job interview. It helps employers form a positive
impression of you and get to know you more quickly. Being open and honest is also usually
a good trait to have but being too honest, to the point of being rude however will lose you
the job. Avoid speaking everything that’s on your mind during an interview. There are some
things you just don’t need to share during a job interview and you can risk sounding rude or
unprofessional if you talk too much or ask intrusive questions. Remember that you’re the one
being interviewed and not the other way around.

5.4

Interview Mistakes:

If you’re not used to interviewing, you may not know what to expect. We’ve listened to hiring managers
to find out some of the biggest interview mistakes job seekers make! Some are common, while others
most of us would never dream of doing. Check the list and make sure you don’t make the same mistakes!
1. Showing up half an hour late. Hiring managers and interviewers are busy people. If you
waste their time by being late to the interview, you’re not going to make a good impression.
Many interviewers will discard your application just for being late.
2. Wearing jeans to your interview. Surprisingly, some people actually wear jeans and shorts
to interviews. Even if the industry you’re applying to is casual, you should still wear dress
pants and a formal top. Dressing too casual is a sign you’re not serious about the position.
3. Asking about salary and vacation time during the first interview. Of course we all care
about how much the salary is and can’t wait to get those days off, however if you bring this
up before an offer has been made, employers will question your interest in the position and
think you don’t care what job you take as long as you get a paycheck.
4. Questionable social media content. Believe it or not, over 50% of employers do briefly
check your social media sites. Having revealing photos, being intoxicated or having very bad
grammar in your posts may cause alarm for employers. Be sure to clean up your sites before
you interview.
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5. Talking extensively about your personal life. You should be personable and provide details
about questions asked, however there’s nothing worse for interviewers than candidates
talking too much about irrelevant information, keeping the interview from progressing. Try
not to bring up too many personal details unless prompted to by the interviewer.
6. Bad-mouthing a former boss or employer. Ever heard the phrase “it’s a small world”? In
many industries, people have worked with many different professionals over the years. Don’t
risk making yourself look bad by talking negatively about a former boss or employer who
may know or have ties to this new company. If you do this, it also worries employers that
you may speak badly about them in the future.
7. Not doing your research ahead of time. This is one of the most frequent complaints made
by employers. Many candidates don’t know much about the company they’re interviewing
for, making employers question how much they really want the position. A little research
goes a long way. At least check out the website, board members and an annual report before
you go for your interview.
8. Not asking enough questions. If you’re not asking questions, employers don’t think you’re
serious about the position. Ask questions that show you’ve done your research and that
relate to the position you’re applying for.
9. Stating that you’re only applying for the position as a last resort. Employers assume
you’re applying for other positions as well, but don’t make it seem like you’re applying
anywhere and everywhere. Try to limit sharing that you’re looking at other positions unless
specifically asked.
10. Chewing gum or answering your phone during the interview. Believe it or not, some
people actually take a phone call during the interview. Needless to say, this will NOT win
you any brownie points with interviewers! You should also be sure to spit out your gum
before the interview. It’s distracting and takes away from your professionalism.

5.5

Can Positive Body Language Help My Job Interview?

Have you ever had really exciting news you wanted to share with a friend…maybe you were planning
on asking the girl you love to marry you, or you just got a big promotion at work? Then when you tell
your friend, they say congratulations and that they are incredibly happy for you – except they don’t have
a smile on their face, their voice has remained rather monotone, and their arms are crossed in front of
them? All these factors that make up our non-verbal communication have suggested to you that your
friend is not as happy for you as he’s saying. As much as we focus on what to say, how we say it is just
as important.
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Body language can sometimes betray our feelings or even give others the wrong impression about what
we’re thinking. This is particularly important to understand when it comes to job interviews where most
of us become anxious, stiff and stressed about saying and doing the right things. On the other hand,
when someone has positive body language, it makes us feel relaxed, comfortable and confident in that
person. Most employers don’t just want a candidate to have the perfect, textbook interview answers with
no emotion or personality; they want to find someone who will benefit their company and also fit into
their corporate culture and get along well with other staff. Even if you don’t have the perfect answer to
every interview question, having positive body language can help your overall performance in the job
interview.
Eye Contact:
If you’re busy looking around the room as the interviewer is talking, you’ll likely give off the impression
that you’re bored and not interested in what they’re saying. Unless you’re actually not interested in the
position, this will be bad news for your interview. It’s important to stay attentive and demonstrate that
you’re listening by keeping good eye contact with your interviewers.
Posture:
Slouching can suggest laziness, boredom or lack of confidence. In order to appear professional, attentive
and confident in yourself, maintain good posture from the time you walk through the front door until
you leave.
Gestures:
Most people use slight hand movements and gestures while speaking so it’s good to display appropriate
gestures during your interview. Your facial expressions should also match what you’re talking about
or what you’re listening to. You don’t want to look like an emotionless zombie sitting in the interview.
Tone of Voice:
Your tone of voice is a great chance for you to show your energy and enthusiasm for the position and
confidence in your abilities. Tone of voice helps to convey the emotion behind your words and can send
the right message to employers.
Fun Fact:
I once read a study showing that you tend to think more positively about someone who displays similar
body language, posture and gestures as you do. If you slightly imitate your interviewer’s posture or body
language during the interview, this may help to create a positive image.
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Most Appealing Personality Traits Employers Want:

The more you know what employers want, the better you can present yourself to help land the job! While
we mostly tend to focus on hard, work skills in interviews, employers are also interested in soft skills
you possess. You may realize you have much more to offer employers than just your work experience.
1. Professionalism: As soon as a company hires you, you represent them to the public.
Employers want to make sure candidates will represent them professionally and show a
good face to the rest of the world if hired.
2. Energy: Energy and enthusiasm go hand-in-hand. Employers want candidates who are
excited about the company and position, who can motivate clients and fellow staff to meet
targets and exceed expectations.
3. Confidence. If you’re confident in your skills and competencies you’ll be able to better
convince employers (as well as customers and clients if hired) that they should be confident
in you.
4. Communicating Effectively: Employers want candidates who can communicate effectively.
This includes being a good listener, able to get your point across, engage an audience and
display appropriate emotional responsiveness. Being able to communicate clearly through
writing is also a highly valued skill.
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5. Self-motivation: Employers rarely want employees who sit back and wait for someone to
hand them work to do. They want employees who are able to see what needs to be done to
do their job effectively and implement new ideas. Being self-motivated also means learning
new tasks willingly, taking initiative on new projects, seeking out trainings that could benefit
the company, and having a desire and willingness to grow in the position.
6. Good Interpersonal skills: No one wants to work with someone who’s hard to get along
with. Having a positive attitude and being able to work well with others is a necessary skill
in most positions. Being able to accept criticism and also give constructive criticism are
valuable traits to have.
7. Ability to make good decisions: The ability to make good decisions stems from having
good analytical and critical thinking skills, as well as organizing your time and tasks
accordingly so you can accomplish everything you need to. This is a key trait employer’s
look at for management potential.
8. Leadership Abilities: Many employers look for leadership attributes when interviewing
candidates. They want to see that you can supervise fellow staff successfully and have the
potential for management positions in the future. Some qualities included are being a selfstarter, looking for ways to improve performance, being persistent and having ambition.
9. Flexibility: In our current technology age where change happens rapidly, adapting to
different environments and emerging market trends is vital to a company’s success. This also
includes being open-minded to changes in your role and tasks.
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10. Creativity and Innovation: Employers like candidates who are willing to think outside the
box to deliver new strategies and solutions to problems. Rather than having employees who
are going to keep doing the same thing day in and day out, employers want someone who
can think critically and change things up to deliver the best results.

5.7

Tips On How To Use Skype For A Successful Job Interview:

How great is having Skype these days? I can live 9,000 miles away from family and friends and still
“see” them on camera as much as I’d like! Skype is also making it fast and cost-effective for companies
to interview job candidates who aren’t local.
If you’re offered a Skype interview, you may want to jump for joy and kiss that awkward, stressful inperson interview good-bye! Believe it or not, there is still preparation and technique required for you
to ace your Skype job interview! Follow these 4 tips and you’ll be on your way to interview success!
1. Dress Smartly. Even though your interview is on Skype and interviewers might not see
your entire outfit, it’s still necessary for you to dress professionally from head to toe as if
you’re interview were face to face. First off, dressing professionally will make you feel more
professional and ready for the interview. You also never know if you’ll need to get up for
whatever reason during the interview. If you do, and you’re wearing pajama pants instead of
slacks, this will reflect badly on your interview.
2. Maintain Good Eye Contact. Even though your interviewer is not in front of you, you
should still maintain good eye contact throughout the entire interview. You shouldn’t be
looking at things on your desktop or down at your notes in front of you. Remember you’re
still in the hot seat and being assessed for your attentiveness, responses and body language.
3. Set up an Interview Space. If you’re doing a Skype interview, you’ll likely be doing it from
your own home if you don’t have an office space. You should still set up a clean, organized
and professional looking space for your interview though. Make sure you don’t have dirty
laundry visible behind you, inappropriate posters and so on. Also check your lighting where
you’ll be interviewing to place you in the best light possible.
You also need to make sure that you let any roommates or family know to keep quiet during
the entire time, or go out somewhere to give you a quiet space. You may want to turn any
phones on silent and make sure there won’t be any loud interruptions during the interview.
Since it’s a Skype interview, there may be unavoidable noise or disruptions from outside. Be
sure to remain calm and handle any disruptions in a polite and professional manner.
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4. Practice makes Perfect. As great as the benefits from technology are, there’s still a
downside. When having a Skype interview, your connection could be bad, lighting not clear,
etc. Make sure to practice with a friend beforehand so you can practice where to look in the
camera, lighting, connection and just to get more comfortable having an interview on Skype.
Don’t forget to have a back-up internet source in case your internet is having problems.
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